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REFLECTO, launched in November 2021, was the first
multi-rewards token, and RUSD (Reflecto USD)

is a

stablecoin that will play a very important role in the
Reflecto ecosystem.
RUSD is a decentralized algorithmic stablecoin, the
first stablecoin with auto-staking, which will reward
its holders with multiple other tokens.
RUSD will establish a new standard in DeFi and in the
way stablecoins work. The innovative approach to
staking and the stability of the price (1 : 1 with USD) will
make RUSD stand out from other types of stablecoins.
People will not only use the RUSD stablecoins to
convert volatile cryptocurrencies, but also to hold
them and get additional rewards from them.

INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY
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AUTO-STAKING
RUSD is the first stablecoin that supports auto-staking,
which means holders will get rewards without additional
actions. In other words, RUSD is staked just by holding it.
RUSD has a huge advantage over other stablecoins with
this feature alone, because RUSD will not only keep the
value 1:1 with USD but it will additionally reward holders
just for holding it.
The initial pool contains Reflecto but other tokens will
also be able to create pools by providing fees to Reflecto
which will be used for buyback and burn of Reflecto.

GASLESS
TRANSACTIONS
Meta transactions are
also supported in RUSD,
which will enable RUSD
to be sent without BNB. It
is one more feature that
makes RUSD stand out
from other stablecoins.
RUSD will be integrated
into REFLECTO’s gasless
wallet and everyone will
be able to use this
feature without fuss.
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GASLESS REWARDS
CLAIM
Gasless harvesting is another
innovative solution that RUSD
provides. As you know many
DeFi protocols provide
staking, and when you decide
to claim the rewards you need
to pay a fee.
RUSD will eliminate these fees
with gasless rewards claims you will get your rewards
without additional fees for the
transaction.

BUYBACK & BURN
On each transaction, there
will be a small fee that will
go into REFLECTO's
Buyback and Burn, which
will increase the volume
and price of the REFLECTO
token. This will also be
beneficial for RUSD holders
since RUSD will give out
rewards in REFLECTO as
well.
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BUILT-IN REWARD SYSTEM
Pools for staking can also be filled through a specific rewards
system that is a built-in RUSD feature. On each buy/sell, a
small percentage will be distributed to the REFLECTO pool.
Other tokens will be able to buy this feature as well by
paying a fee, which will be distributed to REFLECTO’s
buyback and burn.

LIQUIDITY
Initially, on each buy/sell there will be a small fee that will
be spread across different liquidity pools to develop a stable
price floor. This will later be reduced or removed. Liquidity
will be added on PancakeSwap initially, which will then be
transferred to the Reflecto DEX at a later date.

ROLE IN THE
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REFLECTO
ECOSYSTEM
REFLECTO is the main token in the Reflecto ecosystem and it is
the first token that gives rewards in multiple other tokens.
RUSD will play a very important role in the Reflecto ecosystem
by increasing the value of the REFLECTO token and giving
stability to the price, which is ideal for payment systems.

INCREASING THE VALUE OF REFLECTO
RUSD will increase the value of REFLECTO in at least four
ways:
There will be a small fee from each buy/sell that
will go directly into REFLECTO's buyback and burn
There will be a small fee from each buy/sell that
will go directly into REFLECTO's rewards pool
Auto-staking for other tokens will be charged and
then distributed in REFLECTO's buyback and burn
It will bring more holders to REFLECTO because
holders of RUSD will receive REFLECTO as rewards.
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RUSD AS A PAYMENT SYSTEM

As you may already know, REFLECTO's price is very volatile,
which does not make it a great currency for payments.
However, RUSD's stability and auto-staking will revolutionize
payment systems. Just imagine keeping a certain amount of
RUSD in your wallet and watching it grow in value day by
day.

TOKENOMICS
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Initial tokenomics will look like this, which are subject
to change in the future:
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